Linear pulsation calculations are employed to reproduce the bump Cepheid resonance (P 2/P o = 0.5 at Po ~ 10 days) and to model, individually, the PdP o period ratios for the dozen known Galactic beat Cepheids. Convection is ignored. The results point to a range of metallicity among the Cepheids, perhaps as large as 0.01 ~ Z ~ 0.02, with no evidence for any star exceeding Z = 0.02. We find masses and luminosities which range from M ~ 4 M G , log L ~ 3.0 at Po ~ 3 days to M ~ 6 M G , log L ~ 3.5 at Po ~ 10 days. Similar parameters are indicated for the Po ~ 10 days Cepheids in the LMC and SMC, provid~d that ~he resonance for these stars occurs at a slightly longer period, P 0 ~ 11 days, as has been suggested In the hterature. Our calculations were performed mainly using OPAL opacities, but also with new opacities from the Opacity Project (OP). Only small differences were found between the OPAL results and those from OP. Finally, some suggestions are made for possible future work, including evolution and pulsation calculations, and more precise observations of Cepheids in the Magellanic Clouds.
1. INTRODUCTION The study of " beat" and "bump" Cepheids offers a unique opportunity to obtain information about stellar masses and luminosities and to constrain the theory of stellar evolution. The beat Cepheids pulsate simultaneously in the fundamental and first-overtone modes, and the two periods (Po and P 1) can be accurately measured. In the case of the bump Cepheids, the fundamental period, Po, is measured and a second period (that of the second overtone, P 2) is inferred, based upon the controlling presence of a resonance (P 2 /Po = 0.5) determining the light curve structure in these stars (Simon & Schmidt 1976; Kovacs & Buchler 1989) .
Historically, pulsation calculations on stellar models evolving through the instability strip have yielded period ratios (PdPo and P2/Po for the beat and bump stars, respectively) much larger than those actually observed, thus giving rise to a discrepancy between pulsation theory and the theory of stellar evolution. At the same time, a controversy has arisen regarding how much overshoot occurs at the boundaries of stellar convective cores (e.g., Chiosi 1990) . So far as the Cepheids are concerned, increasing the overshoot yields a higher luminosity at given mass.
Very recently, with the advent of new radiative opacities, the gross period-ratio discrepancy has all but vanished. Moskalik, Buchler, & Marom (1992) have used the OPAL opacities (Iglesias & Rogers 1991) to obtain roughly the observed period ratios with evolutionary models in both the beat and bump Cepheid regimes. This finding was reproduced by Kanbur & Simon (1994) , who also obtained a very similar result with yet another set of new opacities, namely those of the Opacity Project (Seaton et al. 1993) . On the other hand, neither the Moskalik et al. nor the Kanbur-Simon study was extensive or specific enough to attempt to constrain the evolutionary models in any detail.
In the current work we calculate a large number of linear nonadiabatic (LNA) pulsation models, designed to mimic the [ Postal address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G 12 8QQ, Scotland. 772 observed periods of the dozen known beat Cepheids and to reproduce the bump Cepheid resonance. As we shall see, these models yield information on Cepheid mass, luminosity and metallicity, and will be useful in guiding future evolution calculations which seek to reproduce the properties of the beat and bump stars.
THE BUMP CEPHEID RESONANCE

Galactic Cepheids
It is now accepted that the Hertzsprung progression of light curve shape with period has as its seat an accidental resonance between the fundamental and second overtone modes. Graphic expression of the resonance phenomenon occurs when the light curves of galactic classical Cepheids are Fourier decomposed and certain combinations of the coefficients plotted versus period. The plots all show a sharp feature at about 10 days (e.g., Simon & Moffett 1985) , indicating the resonance center, P2/P o = 0.5. Because of scatter in these diagrams, the precise location of the resonance is uncertain by perhaps ±0.5 day (Moskalik et al. 1992) .
We have constructed a series of LNA models aimed at matching the resonance. The results are summarized in Table  1 , for assumed resonance centers of9.5, 10.0, and 10.5 days, and for three different metallicities: X = 0.7, Z = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03. The models were calculated with the strictly radiative LNA code described by Aikawa & Simon (1983) and using OPAL opacities which includes effects due to intermediate coupling (Iglesias, Rogers, & Wilson 1992) . Our procedure was as follows. For each temperature, the LNA calculations were controlled by a Newton-Raphson iteration which, starting from an initial guess (M, log L), continued to calculate models until the condition P2/Po = 0.5 was satisfied at the assumed resonance center Po = 9.5, 10, or 10.5 days. Table 2 shows calculations made according to an identical procedure but using opacities from the Opacity Project (OP), including effects due to fine structure (Seaton et al. 1993) .
We notice the following trends in Tables 1 and 2 . The inferred masses and luminosities increase with both the assumed metallicity and the assumed period of the resonance center. This agrees with the results of Moskalik et al. (1992) . In addition, we see (generally) an increase of inferred mass and luminosity-to-mass ratio with higher assumed temperature. Compared with OPAL (Table 1) , the Opacity Project opacities (Table 2) tend to give higher masses and luminosities at each temperature, and this effect increases with Z. What is the correct temperature to assume on the average for an ensemble of galactic classical Cepheids with periods near 10 days? To answer this question we have examined Cepheids with periods between 9 and 11 days from two large observational samples-namely, those of Moffett & Barnes (1985) and Pel (1976) . Temperatures were calculated for each star-for the Moffett-Barnes data using B-V colors and the temperature scale of Teays & Schmidt (1987) ; and for the Pel data, using the Pel temperature scale based on Walraven colors. Mean temperatures for the period range between 9 and 11 days were slightly under 5500 K for the Moffett-Barnes Cepheids (nine stars) and slightly over 5600 K for the Pel Cepheids (11 stars). Given these results we shall take 5500 K as our estimate for the temperature of a galactic Cepheid with a period near 10 days. However, even if one considers a restricted range around 5500 K, say ± 200 K, the multiplicity of entries in Tables 1 and   2 does not sufficiently constrain the mass and luminosity of Cepheids at the resonance center. Later in this work, we shall combine our bump Cepheid calculations with models for the beat Cepheids, in an attempt to strengthen these constraints.
Cepheids in the Magellanic Clouds
Andreasen & Petersen (1987) and Andreasen (1988) have performed Fourier decompositions on photographic observations of Cepheids in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), respectively. Though the data are noisy, a comparison with the Galactic Cepheids hints strongly at similar resonance progressions but with the center occurring at a slightly longer period-perhaps near 11 days in both the LMC (Z ~ 0.008) and SMC (Z ~ 0.(05) as opposed to 10 days for the Galaxy.
Accordingly, we present in Table 3 the results of LNA calculations for lower metallicities (Z = 0.01, 0.004, and 0.002) and with an assumed resonance center P 2/ P 0 = 11 days. These models were constructed with OPAL opacities, but we would expect very similar results with OP opacities, given that the two opacity calculations yield masses and luminosities whose differences narrow with decreasing metallicity and indeed have already nearly converged at Z = 0.01 (compare Tables 1   and 2 ).
The numbers in Tables 1-3 are consistent with Cepheid masses and, particularly, luminosities that differ little between the Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds. However, if the Galactic metallicity verges toward Z = 0.03 (Stothers & Chin 1991) , then our results imply that Galactic Cepheids with Po'" 10 days are more massive than their counterparts in the LMC and SMC by perhaps 1 M (' ) or even more. In a subsequent section we shall argue against a high Galactic metallicity, based upon a comparison of beat and bump Cepheid periods. Table 4 lists fundamental periods, Po, and period ratios, Pi/Po, for 12 Galactic double mode Cepheids, 11 from Balona (1985) , and the remaining star, EW Scuti, from Cuypers (1985) . We attempted to model these Cepheids, again using the LNA code of Aikawa & Simon (1983) . This project proved more difficult than that for the bump Cepheids described above. In particular, it was not possible to specify a temperature and then uniquely infer values for M and log L. Rather, we proceeded as follows. For each of the stars in Table 4 , we first chose a metallicity, then specified a mass, guessing at the values of the pair (log L, log 7;,) and iterating until we found values of log L and log 7;, which produced periods matching the observed ones. Subsequently, another mass was specified and another pair (log L, log 7;,) inferred, and so on, until we had covered the reasonable mass range for the star in question. Then, we chose different metallicities, and repeated the procedure, once again obtaining a value of luminosity and temperature for each metallicity and mass. The results are presented in Figures 1-12 , one figure for each star, numbered as in Table 4 . Each point in the plots represents a model which reproduces the observed periods. The luminosity and mass of the model are given along the ordinate and abscissa, respectively, while the temperature (filled triangles). All of the models were calculated using OPAL opacities.
THE BEAT CEPHEIDS
A quick perusal of Figures 1-12 indicates that the points themselves do little to fix the parameters of the double-mode Cepheids. For example, in Figure 1 , while we might reasonably eliminate the higher temperature models (because they lie beyond any reasonable blue edge), this still leaves a wide array of possible masses, luminosities and metallicities. However, it is possible to make some progress here, using the results of the previous section on bump Cepheids.
Let us begin with the generic equation for evolutionary models crossing the instability strip:
where the slope s = 4.0 is that suggested by Stothers & Chin (1991) for models calculated with OPAL opacities. To determine possible values for the intercept b we shall use the bump Cepheid results along with a circumstance reported in § 2.2, namely that the P 2/ P 0 = 0.5 resonance appears to be located near 11 days in the LMC and SMC. This hints at a metallicity dependence wherein the resonance center occurs at longer periods as Z is decreased.
With this in mind, let us specify PRe = 10.5, 10.0, and 9.5 days for Z = 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03, respectively. Then, adopting the fiducial temperature 7;, = 5500 K (see above), we obtain from Table 4 
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3. 6 ~~~~~~~r-T"""~""'--r-r--'-"'--'-'---'-"'" Although these equations result from specific choices in Table  1 , we shall argue later that the conclusions we are about to draw would be little changed by virtually any choice of points in Table 1 . The loci represented by equations (2), (3), and (4) have been rendered on Figs. 1-12 as dashed, small dashed, and solid lines, respectively. The first of these implies that Galactic Cepheids This range is a bit more generous than that determined by Balona & Stobie (1979) for a subset of the double-mode stars. 
.9 logM solid line lies well above the locus of the beat models: that is to say, at Z = 0.03, evolutionary models which reproduce the bump Cepheid resonance are too luminous at given mass to yield the observed beat periods. This is the case for most of the double-mode stars, in particular stars 1,2,3,6,8,9, and 10. For four other beat Cepheids (stars 4, 7, 11, and 12) a solution may be found at Z = 0.03, but only for r. ~ 5000 K, which, according to our earlier arguments, is much too cool. Only in the case of star 5 does there exist a halfway reasonable solution at Z = 0.03, but even here models of lower metaIIicity yield results which are more satisfactory.
To continue, suppose we now take all of the Galactic Cepheids to have Z = 0.02. According to Figures 1-12 , this choice is clearly better. In a number of cases, we attain the consistency that was sought. For example, consider star 4 (Fig.  4) . Here the small-dashed line (Z = 0.02 evolutionary locus) intersects the filled squares (Z = 0.02 beat Cepheid locus), yielding a reasonable and consistent solution with M ~ 4 M 0' log L ~ 2.9, r. ~ 5700 K. Similar values are obtained for stars 5 and 7, while for stars 11 and 12, we get r.
However, not all the double-mode stars can be accommodated at Z = 0.02. Consider, once again, the case portrayed in Figure 2 . Here the small-dashed line lies well above the filled squares, indicating that a lower metallicity is required. In fact, the data in this figure point to a solution with 0.010:::;; Z:::;; 0.015, and M ~ 3.5 M 0 , log L ~ 2.9. Other stars which seem to indicate metallicities ~0.015 are those portrayed in Figures 1, 3 , 6, 8, 9 , and 10. It should be emphasized that for none of the dozen double-mode Cepheids is a metallicity Z > 0.02 required.
A CRUDE PORTRAIT OF THE GALACTIC CEPHEIDS
The large number of LNA models constructed for the present study are consistent with the folIowing picture of the Galactic classical Cepheids. These stars exhibit a considerable range of metaIIicity, perhaps spanning an interval as large as: 0.01 (e.g., star 2) ~ Z ~ 0.02 (e.g., star 5). So far as the pulsation results are concerned there seems no reason to assume that any of the beat or bump Cepheids are more metal-rich than Z = 0.02, and, if the present models are accurate, a high metallicity is precluded for many of the stars. The range in metallicity gives rise to a range in location of the bump Cepheid resonance, whose width in period is ~ 1 day, with the condition P2/PO = 0.5 occurring at longer period for lower metallicity. This implies that there must also be a real spread of ~ 1 day in the Fourier diagrams for galactic Cepheids (Simon & Moffett 1985) . Thus the resonance center may not be precisely defined, as opposed to merely not being precisely measured due to observational uncertainty.
How do the pulsation results compare with those from published evolutionary tracks? Tables 1 and 2 along with Figures 1-12 point to masses somewhat less than 4 M ° at periods of 2 or 3 days, ranging up to 5 or 6 M ° at 10 days.
Over this same range the luminosities go from log L ~ 3.0 to log L :<; 3.5. To these parameters we may compare the evolutionary tracks of Schaller et al. (1992) and Schaerer et al. (1993, hereafter the Geneva Group), and Stothers & Chin (1991) , all calculated with OPAL opacities. The models of the Geneva Group include modest convective core overshoot (d/Hp = 0.2) while the Stothers-Chin models are constructed without overshoot.
At Z = 0.02, the Schaller et al. models of 4 and 5 M (' ) display
stunted blue loops at luminosities of about log L = 2.7 and log L = 3.2, respectively. While these stars are dimmer than those suggested by pulsation analysis, a worse problem is that the blue loops fail to penetrate anywhere near a temperature 1'. = 5500 K. At Z = 0.03 and M = 5 M 0 , the Stothers-Chin luminosities are also low, even if one brightens them by A log L = 0.12 to extrapolate to Z = 0.02. Once more, the blue loops fall far short of 5500 K, a result which, according to the authors' report, is also true for the Z = 0.02 models.
The Schaerer et al. calculations at Z = 0.008 appear more promising. Here the blue loops for 4 and 5 M ° penetrate to or beyond 5500 K, sweeping through a domain on the H-R diagram which corresponds to a "slow phase of nuclear burning." The luminosities are also higher here, with the models attaining brightnesses close to those suggested by the beat and bump Cepheids. We shall have more to say about this comparison in a later section.
UNCERTAINTIES
As mentioned above, the beat Cepheid period ratios have proven complicated to model in that the solutions are not always crisp and well-defined. We estimate that an average point in Figures 1-12 carries random errors of ±0.05 in log L, and ± 100 K in 1'.. These uncertainties involve only the choice of a convergence criterion for the Newton-Raphson iteration, not the physical input to the models, which could potentially cause systematic errors and shall be treated below. Of course, the beat Cepheid loci in Figures 1-12 are generally quite regular and have considerably less uncertainty than do the individual points. In addition, let us mention that we have tested the sensitivity of our calculations to zoning in the LNA code and find that the results vary little as one goes from about 70 to 400 zones. Figure 12 portrays some of the problems in the beat modeling. The loci for Z = 0.03 and Z = 0.015 (open squares and triangles, respectively) here have irregular shapes which mayor may not be due to random uncertainties in individual points. Worse still, we note that the sequence for Z = 0.02 is doublevalued! In addition to the" normal" locus, there exists another at considerably higher luminosity. We have found such double sequences in all of the longer period stars (numbers 7 to 12), always for Z = 0.02 or 0.015. However, in all cases, the temperatures associated with the brighter loci are so hot that the points lie beyond any reasonable blue edge and thus cannot be considered as solutions. It should also be emphasized that, although we have searched carefully, we could not find a higher luminosity sequence for any star at Z = 0.03. Finally, we note that, to avoid clutter, we have plotted the higher loci in Figure 12 only. This case is typical, and adequately demonstrates the phenomenon.
Turning to the bump Cepheid solutions in Tables 1-3 , we find here a much sharper convergence than with beat models, and hence a considerably smaller random uncertainty. This means that the individual straight lines drawn in Figures 1-12 are quite precise. However, one still needs to ask what would be the effect of changing the intercepts of these lines by choosing different points in Tables 1 and 2 to plug into equation (1). The answer is that such an exercise would produce little change in the qualitative conclusions drawn in § 4. In particular, for Z = 0.03, even the extreme choice, PRe = 10.5 days, 1'. = 5900 K, which yields the point, M = 7.78, log L = 3.80, does not suffice to bring the evolutionary loci (solid lines) down to meet the open squares (beat models) in Figures 1-3, 6 , and 8-11. The Z = 0.02 lines are affected even less. Only for Z = 0.01 would another extreme choice, PRe = 9.5 days, 1'. = 5900 K have an important effect, implying substantially lower masses for the shorter period stars. However, there is no reason to believe that such a choice is correct, and, particularly, that such a high temperature characterizes the resonance center. Finally, we note that changing the slope in equation (1) to a value which appeared in the earlier literature-namely, s = 3.6-would also have little effect on Figures 1-12 .
Let us move then to the question of possible systematic errors in the calculated period ratios. To get at this we shall examine a known uncertainty in the calculations, namely the opacity difference between OPAL and OP. Figures 13, 14 , and 15 treat the data for typical stars 2, 5, and 11, respectively, but using OP opacities to calculate the beat Cepheid model points, and instead of Table 1 , the corresponding entries in Table 2 (i.e., 1'. = 5500 K, and PRe = 9.5, 10.0 and 10.5 days for Z = 0.03, 0.02, and 0.01, respectively) to form the straight lines in the diagrams, as described above in § 3.
Comparing Figures 13, 14 , and 15 with the corresponding OPAL diagrams in Figures 2, 5, and 11, respectively, we find only small differences. Slightly higher masses and lower luminosities are implied by OP. This is despite the fact that the OP beat Cepheid period ratios (P tiP 0) are systematically smaller than those calculated with OPAL by a reasonably large amount, of the order 0.005 (Kanbur & Simon 1994) . The reason for the small effect is, of course, that the bump Cepheid period ratios (P2/P O ) are also lower with OP, so that both the lines and the points are translated downward in the diagrams, their loci intersecting (and thus yielding solutions) at metallicities very similar to those implied with OPAL. It is clear from these examples that if one wants to alter qualitatively the conclusions reached above in § 4, a differential effect must be invoked, wherein the P 2/ P 0 and P tiP 0 period ratios change differen tly. Let us recapitulate our procedure for treating the galactic Cepheids. We assume a slope s = 4.0 in the evolutionary luminosity-mass relation (eq. [1]) and, for given metallicity, fix the intercept by modeling the bump Cepheid resonance, P2/PO = 0.5. Next, we calculate models for each of the dozen Expanding our analysis to the Magellanic Clouds, we find that, if, as the data hint, the bump Cepheid resonance occurs at P ~ 11 days in the LMC and SMC, then the masses and (particularly) the luminosities of bump Cepheids in the Clouds are very similar to those oftheir counterparts in the Galaxy.
The above conclusions could be upset if (1) the evolutionary luminosity-mass relation for Cepheids with 2 ::5 P ::5 10 days really cannot be characterized by a simple linear formulation such as that in equation (1); or (2) the insertion of complete and correct physics in the LNA codes would systematically alter the calculated period ratios by a substantial amount (say, I A(P / P 0) I > 0.005) and in a manner that acts differently for PI/PO and P2/PO' 7. FUTURE WORK A number of areas could profitably be investigated further in connection with the current results. We describe possible future work briefly in what follows.
1. Stellar evolution.-As shown above in § 4, the pulsation results indicate that the evolutionary models may be somewhat underluminous, particularly at higher metallicity. This could perhaps be remedied by a modest increase in the amount of convective core overshoot. The problem of stunted blue loops for models with 4 ::5 M ::5 5 M G is perhaps more serious. This difficulty has been discussed by Stothers & Chin (1993) and a possible solution proposed in terms of an opacity increase (Stothers & Chin 1994) . However, it remains to be seen whether evolutionary models can be constructed which reproduce the beat and bump Cepheid period ratios at reasonable temperatures and during" slow" nuclear phases. Future evolution calculations ought to aim at specifically mimicking each of 12 beat Cepheids as well as the bump Cepheid resonance near 10 days. The data points in Figures 1-15 and Tables 1-3 could serve as a guide for such calculations. If, in the end, a discrepancy remains between evolution and pulsation results, its nature may well suggest how either or both might be modified.
2. The Magellanic Clouds.-The assignment of a period near 11 days to the bump Cepheid resonance in the Magellanic Clouds is based upon extremely noisy (and ultimately inadequate) data. Light curves more suitable for Fourier decomposition are needed for Cepheids in both the LMC and SMC. Such light curves, interpreted via pulsation models and compared with evolutionary tracks, could tell us much about how metallicity and Galactic history or morphology influence star formation. The necessary observations are well within current capabilities and ought to be performed and analyzed without delay.
3. Pulsation calculations.-A further set of LNA models ought to be constructed to test the effect on period ratios of physical assumptions in the codes. An example of a physical mechanism which might well make a difference is convection, which was neglected in the current model calculations. In fact, Cox (1993) has indicated that a new iron convection zone (see, also, Stothers & Chin 1993) , occasioned by the (higher) OPAL opacities, reduces the P 2 /P o period ratios in some models enough that the resonance condition (P2/PO = 0.5 at Po = 10 days) is attained for masses as high as 7 or 8 M 0' However, this result is sensitive to the mixing length formulation for convection and, in particular, to the value chosen for the mixing length itself. While it would be of great interest to attempt to match observed beat and bump Cepheid parameters with models that include convection, such an undertaking is clearly beyond the scope of the current investigation and must be left to the future.
